
Title: What Is Policy? And, What Can It Be? 

Abstract: 

Confusion abounds regarding what policy really is. Many products
advertise policy-based management when they only offer customizable
features and basic if-then processing. There are attempts to mis-
classify data and operations as "policy", just because information and
methods are used IN a policy framework. All of this is problematic. It
confuses customers, and introduces FUD (fear, uncertainty and doubt)
into the industry (not to mention lack of interoperability). This
keynote describes what policy is, and provides criteria for evaluating
a product's claims to policy. The possibilities of deploying
enterprise-wide, interoperable, policy-based frameworks are examined,
as well as the barriers that must be overcome to achieve this. The goal
is to understand "what policy can be", in order to direct and evolve
the standards and technology.
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